PRESS RELEASE
Thanks to Westminster: Generation Courtyard Leipzig with new housing project
Take a vacant and completely renovated building and a vision for a socially and community
inclusive housing project. At Schiebestrasse 19 in Leipzig, Westminster has brought both
together and offers to the Generation Courtyard Leipzig enough space for its youth residential
community MOMO.

Leipzig,

October

9th,

2018,

Marian

Ziburske, owner of the Westminster Group,
is satisfied. Just recently, the German ice
hockey national team sponsored by
Westminster had a thrilling duel with
Slovakia in Weißwasser, but this game was
about more. Three adolescents from the
MOMO

residential

project,

which

Westminster particularly cares about, were
also present. Ziburske comments: "We are pleased to announce that the rental of a multifamily house in the Leipziger Schiebestraße 19 provides us with a suitable framework for the
housing project with 15 adolescents and young adults and their pedagogical supervisors."

The building Schiebestraße 19 is located in the popular district Eutritzsch and thus in the north
of the Saxon metropolis. The house was built in 1915 and had stood empty until its takeover
by the Westminster Group. The purchase takes place as part of a complete real estate package
from a bank utilization. In 2008, a complete renovation took place. Since then, the lovingly
designed courtyard, which offers space for playing, chatting or just to linger, has been
distinguishing.

The generation courtyard had long
searched for a suitable location and
finally

found

Westminster.

it
A

thanks

to

spokesperson

highlights the special assistance of
the real estate company: "We are
grateful that Westminster supports
us so much. Thanks to our lease, we
finally get planning security and can
fully dedicate ourselves to the welfare of unaccompanied adolescents. For the implementation
of our pedagogical concept, the living space of more than 500 square meters and the
distribution on five floors is optimal."
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